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1. What does Rob say to his mother when she tries to talk to him about buying underwear, a conversation his 
brother again films and posts on the internet for the whole school to see?

2. Lube discovers a page in The Bible which tells of a brothel in Canada and a prostitute, Monique, who is very 
experienced. The entry was written in 1975, but Lube misreads the date as what?

3. The boys visit Monique at the Canadian brothel, what happens to Monique while performing oral sex on Rob?

4. After finding Heidi in bed with Stifler, who declares 'only assholes get laid!’?

5. A drunk Rob is asked by a random girl to have sex with her from behind, but he hallucinates Heidi and then 
does what to the random girl?

6. In an attempt to restore The Bible, Rob and his friends resolve to find all the people who originally wrote it 
in order to recreate it, starting with the original creator. Who created the book?

7. Rob and his friends go on a school ski trip. In a log cabin what are a few students playing?

8. What two things does Katie challenge Stifler to do if she wins at poker?

9. Who wins the game of poker; Katie or Stifler?

10. What type of lifts do the students get trapped in when Nathan and Dana accidentally cut the power in the 
control room while having sex?

11. Rob, Nathan and Lube return the newly restored Bible to where Rob found it, after who has added his 
signature to it?

12. As a finale, Rob's brother, Cody, enters his bedroom to find an online video of him doing what... and to his 
horror it has been viewed almost 10 million times, with Rob wrapping up the video with the words 
'Gotchaaaaa, ha ha'?
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Presents: The Book of Love (2009) Quiz 2
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Quizmaster Answers
1. He likes wearing womens' underwear
2. 1995
3. She dies
4. Rob
5. Throws up on her back
6. Noah Levenstein

7. Strip Poker
8. Apologise to her and run naked in the snow
9. Katie
10. Gondola Ski Lifts
11. Rob
12. Cody putting a vacuum cleaner on his penis
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